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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive computational tool for the aeroelastic analysis of horizontal axis
wind turbines (HAWT) is presented. The proposed aeroelastic tool couples a nonlinear
beam model for blades structural dynamics with an unsteady state-space sectional
aerodynamic model taking into account dynamic stall. Three-dimensional wake inflow
effects are described by a Boundary Element Method for the solution of incompressible,
potential, attached flows. To this aim, different coupling approaches are compared. The
resulting aeroelastic differential system is integrated through the Galerkin method, with
the introduction of a novel technique for the spatial integration of the additional
aerodynamic states related to wake vorticity and dynamic stall. Periodic blade
responses are determined by a harmonic balance approach. The effectiveness of the
proposed unsteady aerodynamic modelling is discussed, with numerical and
experimental comparisons.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an assessment of unsteady aerodynamics models for horizontal
axis wind turbines aeroelasticity. The size of commercial wind turbines has increased
dramatically reaching today’s commercially available 5 MW machines with a rotor
diameter of more than 120 m. Advanced design tools are required to be able to perform
aeroelastic response simulations of the entire wind turbine, including tower, drive train,
rotor and control system. Hence, multidisciplinary tools with good levels of accuracy at
low computational costs are of great interest for designers. A successful analysis and
design of a wind turbine shall rely on the adequate modeling of aerodynamics and
structural dynamics of the rotor, as well as on suited spatial and temporal integration
techniques for the aeroelastic system (Hansen 2006). Concerning rotor aerodynamics
modelling, tools able to take into account unsteady operating conditions induced by
both onset wind variations and deformable blade motion, are mandatory. State-of-theart aerodynamics codes for wind turbines design rely on well assessed engineering
methods based on the enhanced Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEMT) technique
that includes tuned-up corrections to model blade tip flow, wake dynamic inflow and
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dynamic stall (Leishman 2002). More recently, CFD tools based on RANSE, DES and
LES aerodynamics solvers have shown the capability to achieve a physically consistent
description of turbine flow-field features. Nevertheless, due to the high computational
costs, they are not well suited for aeroelastic analyses in practical preliminary design
and aero-servo-elastic applications (Chaviaropoulos 2003). In this scenario, threedimensional potential-flow methods (Koh 1991, Ø ye 1990) represent an advanced
alternative with respect to BEMT codes. Specifically, 3D solvers based on a Boundary
Element Method (BEM) can efficiently predict rotor airloads and wake inflow under
attached flow conditions (Greco 2007, Calabretta 2013). A drawback of these methods
is that viscosity effects can be only approximately described through inclusion of further
modeling to take into account, for instance, unsteady flow separation effects, when
necessary (like in off-design operations). These considerations have inspired the
present work in which a 3D panel method and the widely used Beddoes-Leishman
unsteady airfoil theory (Leishman and Crouse 1989) are combined. Dynamic stall,
leading and trailing edge separations are modeled through the Beddoes-Leishman
model (B-L model in the following), whereas three-dimensional unsteady flow and wake
induced effects are described by a BEM solver for incompressible, potential, attached
flows. Different coupling strategies are herein proposed and validated. These
aerodynamic models are coupled with a nonlinear, integro-differential formulation for
the structural dynamics analysis of bending-torsional blades subject to moderate
deformations. The resulting aeroelastic differential system is integrated through the
Galerkin approach with the introduction of a novel technique for spatial integration of
additional aerodynamic states related to wake vorticity and dynamic stall. The steadyperiodic rotor response is evaluated by a harmonic-balance technique.
The proposed aerodynamic models are firstly validated by correlation with unsteady
loads measured in experimental tests performed at the CNR-INSEAN towing tank,
concerning an oscillating 3D finite wing translating in water. Then a detailed analysis of
rotor airloads acting on the NREL/NASA Ames Phase VI two-bladed turbine in axial
flow (Hand 2001) is performed, including comparisons with related available
experimental data.
2. ROTOR AEROELASTIC MODELING
Rotor blade structural dynamics is described through a beam-like model; this is
developed from the nonlinear bending-torsion formulation presented in (Hodges 1974),
that is valid for straight, slender, homogenous, isotropic, nonuniform, twisted blades,
undergoing moderate displacements. The resulting structural operator consists of a set
of coupled nonlinear differential equations governing bending of elastic axis and blade
torsion (Hodges 1976).
Rotor aerodynamics is modeled by the state-space formulation proposed by
Beddoes-Leishman (Hansen 2004, Leishman and Beddoes 1989, Leishman and
Crouse 1989) to predict unsteady, compressible aerodynamic loads generated on an
airfoil undergoing simple oscillatory pitch and plunge motion. This model consists of a
set of 12 aerodynamic states xi governed by ordinary differential equations that
describe, at an engineering level of approximation, the different physical aspects
involved in 2D unsteady aerodynamics. In details, eight states provide the solution for

linear unsteady attached potential flow, three states describe the nonlinear effects due
to trailing edge separation and, finally, one single state models the leading edge flow
separation characterizing dynamic stall events. Denoting with x  ( x1,..., x12 )T the vector
collecting these states, the state-space B-L model can be written in the form
x  f (x,  , h) , where  is the angle of attack and h is the plunge motion. The resulting
aerodynamic forces, namely normal and chord force coefficients, C N and C C , and the
pitching moment coefficient, C M , are explicitly expressed in terms of x ,  and h .
Dealing with rotating blades, an extension of this two-dimensional model is herein
proposed: three-dimensional wake inflow effects are described by a Boundary Element
Method (BEM) for incompressible, potential, attached flows (Gennaretti 2007, Greco
2014). In the following, four different coupling methodologies between the B-L model
and the BEM solver are described.

Fig. 1. Definition of Angle of Attack (AoA) at section 3/4 chord point.

Method 1
This approach consists in evaluating blade section airloads through the B-L model
with downwash corrected by the 3D wake inflow provided by BEM predictions
(Calabretta 2013). Note that the shed vorticity generated by blade sections is already
taken into account by the unsteady airfoil theory, thus its contribution to wake inflow is
neglected. Following (Bernardini 2013) and (Greco 2014), once the solution of velocity
potential  is provided by BEM, wake inflow is determined as follows
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where x denoting a field point, SW the convected wake (i.e. a zero-thickness layer
departing from the trailing edge of lifting bodies where generated vorticity is released

downstream) and y a point on the boundary surfaces. Furthermore, G and G n are

the unit source and (normal) dipole, respectively, whereas  x denotes gradient


operating on x . In addition,  TE ( yTE , t   ) indicates the potential jump at trailing edge


position yTE where the wake material point currently in y emanated at time t   .
Finally, downwash induced by the wake combined with blade motion yields the effective
3/ 4
angle of attack  eff
at each blade section (Fig. 1).
Method 2
In this case, section airloads associated to attached flow are evaluated by the BEM
solver, which replaces the first eight aerodynamic states of the B-L model. Thus, 3D
effects due to shed and trailing wake vorticity, as well as the presence of other blades,
are fully taken into account. The remaining B-L aerodynamic states are retained to
predict airloads correction due to flow separation (specifically, the ordinary differential
equation describing the onset of leading edge separation is forced by section normal
force coefficient provided by BEM).
Method 3
In the third approach, the 12 states B-L model provides both section aerodynamic
loads under attached and separated flow conditions (akin to the first approach) and
vorticity released at trailing edge. Indeed, bound vorticity (and hence shed and trailing
vortices) are evaluated from section lift coefficient, cl . To this aim, the steady KuttaJoukowski theorem is used to relate the potential jump at each section trailing edge as
TE
given by  BL
 1 2 cUcl , where c and U are section chord and total velocity,
TE
respectively. Then, for  TE   BL
, Eq. (1) is used to evaluate wake inflow at the
three-quarter chord point, as in method 1. The procedure is iterated up to convergence.

Method 4
The last approach combines methods 2 and 3: attached flow loads contribution is
evaluated through the BEM solver whilst separated flow is simulated by the B-L model.
TE
Akin to the third approach, the B-L model provides the spanwise distribution of BL
to
evaluate the wake inflow (see Eq. 1).
In order to reduce computational efforts, blade elasticity effects are neglected in the
BEM flow solution. This approximation is acceptable as long as turbine blades undergo
small (or negligible) deformations. As a preliminary part of the numerical investigation,
in this work it has been proven that, at the wind turbine nominal operating conditions
considered, wake vorticity and shape and, in turn, induced velocity, are weakly affected
by blades deformation.
The capability of the proposed methodologies to predict wind turbines local and
global airloads is limited to flow conditions up to light stall. Under high angle of attack
operating conditions, deep stall and post-stall regimes are characterized by massive
flow separation, and the validity of a strip theory approach combining 3D potential flow
and 2D viscous flow aerodynamics fails. These complex flow conditions are very hard
to be faced even through advanced CFD solvers. In the framework of aerodynamic
tools for preliminary design wind turbines aeroelastic analysis, semi-empirical

corrections are typically introduced to provide realistic global performance predictions
at reduced computational costs. To this aim, the Viterna-Corrigan model is herein used
to extend 2D static aerodynamic coefficients in the angle-of-attack range
 180     180  where experimental lift and drag airfoil characteristics are not easily
available (Martinez 2005). Moreover, due to the centrifugal pumping effect that reduces
blade surface adverse pressure gradient, stall regime for rotating blades starts at higher
angles of attack with respect to airfoils statically tested in wind tunnels (Martinez 2005).
A widely used empirical description of this effect, based on the laminar boundary layer
theory (Snel 1993), is included in the proposed solution approaches.
Coupling the equations governing blade structural dynamics with the unsteady
aerodynamic loads model yields the aeroelastic integro-partial differential equations to
be integrated for rotor performance, response and stability aeroelastic analyses. Space
integration is performed through the Galerkin approach that describes blade elastic axis
deformation as a linear combination of shape functions satisfying homogeneous
boundary conditions. Then, the aeroelastic system is solved by a harmonic balance
approach (Bernardini 2013).
BEM contribution to section airloads is provided by simple integration of pressure
along each blade section. Instead, a tailored methodology is proposed to deal with the
B-L aerodynamic theory. In order to reduce the number of aeroelastic system states,
terms forcing x1  x9 section aerodynamic states are decomposed into rigid bodymotion, bending and torsion contributions and, correspondingly, each state is
decomposed into three sub-states. Then the spanwise distribution of each sub-state is
described through the same linear combination of shape functions used for blade
deformations, and the Galerkin approach is applied to the ODEs governing the x1  x9
(sub-)states (Calabretta 2013). Equations for the remaining states ( x10  x12 ) are
piecewise continuous due to the presence of the separation point function (Leishman
and Crouse 1989), that is equal to 1 for attached flow, and 0 for fully separated flow.
Thus, characteristic sections along blade span are defined, where these equations are
integrated independently.
3. RESULTS
The scope of the numerical investigation herein performed is to validate the
aeroelastic wind turbine solver developed in this paper. To this aim, rotor aerodynamics
modelling is a crucial aspect, thus the proposed models are validated through
comparison of oscillating wing simulations with available experimental data. Then,
aeroelastic responses of the NREL Phase VI wind turbine are evaluated and correlated
with tests performed at NASA Ames wind tunnel.
3.1 Oscillating Wing Aerodynamic Analysis
Validation of the proposed aerodynamic models is addressed through comparison
with preliminary results from an experimental campaign performed at CNR-INSEAN
water towing tank. Aim of the ongoing activity is to measure unsteady hydrodynamic
loads acting on 3D translating and harmonically pitching wings, in order to characterize
dynamic stall onset. A straight, rectangular, non-twisted wing with S809 airfoil sections,

span b = 1.12 m and chord c = 0.225 m, translating at constant speed V and oscillating
about the quarter chord axis, is considered. The test conditions are summarized in
Table 1.

Table 1. S809 wing test conditions
Reynolds number
Advance speed
Mean angle of attack
Amplitude
Frequency

1160000
5.173 m/s
8°
10°
0.6 Hz

Figure 2 presents predicted and measured lift and drag coefficients concerning the
oscillating wing. Experimental data are directly measured through a balance mounted
at wing root and rigidly connected with it. The following definitions are used:
CL  2L V 2bc and CD  2D V 2bc , where L and D are wing lift and drag,
respectively, and  is the fluid medium density. Dynamic stall onset is evidenced by
the increase of lift with respect to static values and by the considerable hysteresis in
loads behavior. Comparisons between measured data and numerical predictions
demonstrate that the proposed aerodynamic models are able to capture the main
features of unsteady wing aerodynamics and of dynamic stall phenomenon. Indeed, all
aerodynamic models show a satisfactory capability to predict C L evolution in the range
of  examined. However, method 3 reproduces the experimental data with excellent
accuracy, whilst methods 2 and 4 tend to underestimate the lift increase induced by the
leading edge vortex travelling along the upper part of the wing. All methods applied
present good accuracy of C D predictions in the upstroke phase of wing motion, but
drag is overestimated during the downstroke phase. Nevertheless, the general quality
of predictions remains acceptable.
3.2 Wind Turbine Analysis
This section presents the aerodynamic analysis of the NREL Phase VI wind turbine
(Hand 2001). In detail, a 10.58 m diameter, two-bladed turbine rotor in axial uniform
inflow is considered. Blade sections have the shape of S809 airfoils, with linear chord
and non-linear twist spanwise distributions (Fig. 3). Moreover, cylindrical and linear
transition zones characterize the blade up to 25% of the radius. A constant pitch value
of 3° is considered and the blade cone angle is set to 0°. Further details on rotor
mechanical and geometrical characteristics can be found in (Giguère 1999) and (Hand
2001). Blade tip displacements computed by method 1 for 5 m/s < VW < 25 m/s are
presented in Fig. 4 (see also (Calabretta 2013)).

Fig. 2. Wing unsteady C L (left) and C D (right): measured data compared
to predictions by methods 1-4 (from top to bottom).

Fig. 3. CAD rendering of NREL wind
turbine blade

Fig. 4. Influence of wind speed on
blade tip displacements.

3.2.1 Blade section forces
The proposed aerodynamic models are herein used to predict spanwise distributions
of blade airloads. A crucial issue when the BEM solver is used to enhance 2D airfoil
theories is the range of wind speed for which the attached flow assumption is valid.
Indeed, as the wind speed increases, larger portions of the blade start to experience
flow separation, with BEM predictions providing overestimated airloads and unphysical
high values of induced velocity. In order to assess the impact of this issue in the
accuracy of the aerodynamic methods proposed, one sub-critical operating condition
( VW = 7 m/s) and one critical condition ( VW = 10 m/s) are considered. For the critical
condition, inner blade sections ( r / R < 0.47) experience a sudden movement of the
separation point towards the leading edge, although massive flow separation is still not
present (Sø rensen 2002). This is confirmed in Fig. 5, which depicts blade effective
3/ 4
angle of attack  eff
(obtained by method 1), compared with the AoA induced by blade
motion and with static incipient flow separation angle (6°). For the current analysis, both
Viterna-Corrigan and centrifugal pumping global corrections are turned off. Figures 6
and 7 show normal ( C N ) and tangential ( CT ) force coefficients spanwise distribution for
VW = 7 m/s and VW = 10 m/s, respectively. The following definitions are used:
CN  2 N V 2c and CT  2T V 2c , where N and T are normal and tangential section
forces, respectively, while  denotes air density. In Fig. 6, comparison of predictions
with experimental data obtained by pressure transducers placed along the chord of five
representative blade sections (Sø rensen 2002) shows that results by method 2 has a
good level of accuracy. In particular, it improves BEM results at inner sections, where
flow separation starts arising (0.3 < r / R < 0.47). Methods 1 and 3 tend to slightly

underestimate section airloads over a wide blade portion, whereas method 4 yields an
overall underprediction of loads. Note that the inclusion of the 3D wake inflow in
methods 1 and 3 is not sufficient to correctly predict airloads trend near blade tip. At the
critical wind speed ( VW = 10 m/s), Fig. 7 shows increasing discrepancies between
numerical predictions and experimental data (particularly for C N ). As reported in
(Sø rensen 2002), at this wind speed blade flow is extremely unstable right at the onset
of massive stall. Nevertheless, satisfactory airloads predictions on blade sections
characterized by null or limited flow separation ( r / R  0.63) are provided by method 2.

Fig. 5. Spanwise distribution of blade angle of attack for VW = 7 m/s (left) and 10 m/s
(right).

Fig. 6. Sectional force coefficients for VW = 7 m/s.

Fig. 7. Sectional force coefficients for VW = 10 m/s.

3.2.2 Turbine performance
Finally, the aeroelastic tool is applied to analyse NREL Phase VI wind turbine
performance. In order to validate the four aerodynamic models without modifications,
Fig. 8 shows wind turbine loads obtained without inclusion of Viterna-Corrigan and
centrifugal pumping corrections. For VW  10 m/s methods 1, 2 and 3 provide
comparable results of satisfactory quality whilst, above this critical wind speed,
scattering of numerical predictions is observed, as well as, underestimation of thrust
and overestimation of torque. Worse results are from method 4, which provides
underestimation of loads throughout the considered wind speed range. Next, in order to
improve the accuracy of simulations at higher wind speeds, the aerodynamic models
1-4 are used to evaluate airloads at those sections experiencing angle of attack lower
than 20°, whilst elsewhere the 2D aerodynamics coefficients are given by ViternaCorrigan flat-plate formulas, modified with Snel centrifugal pumping correction. Note
that, for VW = 17 m/s all blade sections experience an angle of attack greater than 20°.
Figure 9 shows that predictions based on methods 1, 2 and 3, are in quite good
agreement with measurements, with the best torque predictions given by method 2.
Differently, underestimation of thrust and torque is provided by method 4.

Fig. 8. Turbine thrust (left) and torque (right) numerical predictions
without high-AOA global corrections.

Fig. 9. Turbine thrust (left) and torque (right) numerical predictions
with high-AOA global corrections.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Four aerodynamics formulations for wind turbines aeroelastic analysis have been
presented and validated against available experimental data. A 3D solver based on a
Boundary Element Method for incompressible, potential flows and the widely-used
Beddoes-Leishman dynamic stall airfoil theory have been combined to overcome their
respective limitations. The proposed four coupling strategies yield aerodynamic
formulations that include dynamic stall, leading and trailing edge separations, as well as
three-dimensional, wake induced effects. These aerodynamic models have been
coupled with a nonlinear formulation describing the structural dynamics of bendingtorsional blades subject to moderate deformations. The Galerkin approach has been
used to integrate the resulting aeroelastic state space system, with introduction of a
novel technique for spatial integration of additional aerodynamic states related to wake
vorticity and dynamic stall. A thorough assessment of proposed models has been
presented. An oscillating, translating finite wing has been considered first: measured
unsteady lift coefficient has been shown to be predicted with very good agreement in
the considered angle of attack range. Some discrepancies in the downstroke phase of
the oscillation appear in drag predictions, but the general quality of the results remains
satisfactory. Further, global rotor performance, as well as sectional blade airloads, have
been investigated for a horizontal axis wind turbine model. Correlation with
experimental data has been accomplished to assess the capability of proposed
combined aerodynamics approaches to describe airloads acting on wind turbine rotors
over a wide range of operating conditions. Local loads predictions have been
demonstrated to be satisfactorily accurate up to the onset of massive stall. Accuracy of
thrust and torque predictions has been extended to higher wind speeds by inclusion of
the widely-used Viterna-Corrigan formulas modified through Snel centrifugal pumping
correction.
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